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Course description
Citizens across the globe spend an increasing proportion of their daily lives online.
Their activities leave behind granular, time-stamped footprints of human behavior and
personal interactions that represent a new and exciting source of data to study standing
questions about political and social behavior. At the same time, the volume and
heterogeneity of web data present unprecedented methodological challenges. The goal
of this course is to introduce participants to new computational methods and tools
required to explore and analyze Big Data from online sources using the R programming
language. We will focus in particular on data collected from social networking sites,
such as Facebook and Twitter, whose use is becoming widespread in the social sciences.
Each session will provide an overview of the literature and research methods on one of
three main themes of the course -- big data, network data, and text data -- to then dive
into a specific application, documenting each step from data collection to the analysis
required to test hypotheses related to core social science questions. Code and data for all
the applications will be provided, and students are encouraged to bring their own
laptops to follow along.
The first session will begin with a discussion of the definition of "Big Data" and the
research opportunities and challenges of the use of massive-scale datasets in the social
sciences. We will then focus on how social media sites represent a new source of data to
study human behavior, and also how its use raises a whole new series of questions that
are relevant to social scientists. The applied part of this session will demonstrate
different methods to "scrape" data from the web, with sentiment analysis of newspaper
stories as a running example.

Social network analysis applied to social media data will be the main theme of the
second session. After a short introduction to the main concepts and methods in network
analysis, we will go over two applications: the online diffusion of information in the
context of a social protest, and the debate on whether social media represents an "echo
chamber" where individuals are only exposed to information that aligns with their
previous political beliefs. Both examples rely on Twitter data -- this session will also
explain the different types of data available and how they can be collected.
The last session of the course will focus on automated text analysis. I will introduce the
two main techniques currently used by social scientists: large-scale classification of
documents into categories (supervised learning) and discovery of "topics" or classes of
documents in a corpus (unsupervised learning). These methods will be demonstrated in
the context of two applications -- one related to the automated detection of hate speech
in tweets, and another showing how Facebook posts by politicians can be classified into
relevant political issues. As with the previous sessions, here we will cover the entire
research process, from the collection of data through the Facebook API to the
estimation of machine learning methods and the interpretation of the output.
After the course, students will have an advanced understanding of the opportunities of
big data and social media mining for social science studies, and will be equipped with
the technical skills necessary to conduct their own research.

Software
The course will use the open-source software R, which is freely available for download
at https://www.r-project.org/ . We will interact with R through RStudio, which can be
downloaded at https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ Please download
the most recent version at the time of the workshop (currently R 3.3.2 and RStudio
1.0.136). We will also utilize the following R packages: rvest, jsonlite, igraph, rtweet,
streamR, quanteda, Rfacebook.

Prerequisites
The course will assume familiarity with the R statistical programming language.
Participants should be able to know how to read datasets in R, work with vectors and
data frames, and run basic statistical analyses, such as linear regression. More advanced
knowledge of statistical computing, such as writing functions and loops, is helpful but
not required.

Schedule
June 26, 2016
Time
9.00-9.30
9.30-10.00
10.00-10.45
10.45-11.15
11.15-11.45
11.45-12.30
12.30-13.00

Topic
Introductions and course overview
What is Big Data? The 4 V’s of Big Data. Research opportunities
and challenges in the social sciences.
What can we learn from web and social media data? Overview of
social media research: theories, methods, and data.
Break
Accessing online data: introduction to webscraping. Extracting web
data in table format and unstructured format.
Working with APIs (Application Programming Interfaces)
Application: Measuring the tone of media coverage of the
economy.

June 27, 2016
Time
9.00-10.00
10.00-10.45
10.45-11.15
11.15-12.00
12.00-12.30
12.30-13.00

Topic
Introduction to network analysis: basic definitions, network types,
centrality measures.
Application: Analyzing the structure of online protest networks
Break
Collecting Twitter data with R: keyword- and location-based filters.
Collecting Twitter data with R: user profiles, network connections.
Application: Studying modularity and polarization of network
interaction patterns on Twitter

June 28, 2016
Time
9.00-9.30
9.30-10.15
10.15-10.45
10.45-11.15
11.15-11.45
11.45-12.15
12.15-13.00

Topic
Introduction to automated text analysis
Supervised machine learning: large-scale classification of text data
Application: Measuring incivility and hate speech in online
communication through social media.
Break
Collecting Facebook data with R: public pages
Unsupervised machine learning: topic discovery in text data
Application: Testing theories of agenda-setting issue ownership
using legislators’ Facebook posts
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